It has been shown that neural networks are able to infer regular crisp grammars from positive and negative examples. The fuzzy grammatical inference (FGI) problem however has received considerably less attention. In this paper we show that a suitable two-layer neural network model is able to infer fuzzy regular grammars from a set of fuzzy examples belonging to a fuzzy language. Once the network has been trained, we develop methods to extract a deterministic representation of the fuzzy automaton encoded in the network that recognizes the training set. Ó
Introduction
There is currently increasing interest in research ®elds such as speech recognition, object recognition in images [10] , protein structure prediction [20] , gene structure prediction, etc. A suitable technique for solving these problems is grammatical inference, which may be expressed in terms of extracting the grammatical rules or the associated productions to a grammar from an International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 27 (2001) 1±26 www.elsevier.com/locate/ijar example set. Note that the above-mentioned problems can be reformulated in terms of constructing a suitable tailored grammar from which the objects appearing in each case can be generated.
To carry out the grammatical inference several techniques have been developed, including the arti®cial neural networks. In fact, the neural network approach focuses on obtaining the automaton that recognizes the example set, since the problems of inferring a grammar or the associated automaton are equivalent [16] . The ®rst models developed to do the crisp grammatical inference used feedforward topologies, which are limited to working with ®xed-length examples. Nowadays, Recurrent Neural Networks are widely used because they can handle sequences of examples with an arbitrary length [2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 21, 27, 29, 30] .
In general, the grammatical inference using neural networks is carried out in two steps: 1. A neural network is trained by successive adaptation of its weights or the connections using the information provided by the examples. 2. Once the neural network is trained the automaton that is supposed to be encoded in its weights is extracted. The deterministic ®nite automata (DFAs) have shown to be suitable to model the dynamical systems, however, they are not appropriated to model a lot of actual applications that deal with vague or uncertain information. To model these systems it is necessary to use vague state transitions allowing that the system is in several states at the same time with dierent degrees of certainty. We can model these systems with the Fuzzy Automata. Therefore, our problem consists of dealing with those cases where the available examples for the grammatical inference could have associated uncertainty or vagueness. In such cases fuzzy grammars [8] are able to express the uncertainty. As methods to infer these grammars are also needed, we propose neural networks for this task. Some neural networks are trained to compute the fuzzy membership degree [3±5,24] . In [24] instead of augmenting a second-order recurrent neural network with a layer having no linear output neurons for computing the fuzzy membership function uses an unique linear output neuron. This approach is less accurate and robust in the computation of the fuzzy membership degree. The comparison of both can be seen in [24] . On a related subject, the problem of encoding a fuzzy automaton into a recurrent neural network for the latter to simulate its behavior has also been studied [13, 22, 23] .
In recent years, fuzzy grammars have been used to solve problems of great interest such as syntactic recognition of skeletal maturity from X-rays [25] , detecting and quantifying fuzzy artery lesions from arteriograms [18] , intelligent interface design [15] , clinical monitoring [9] , lexical analysis [19] , etc. Our neural method therefore constitutes a possible tool for solving problems in the aforementioned areas or other related ones.
The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, de®nitions and theorems are provided. In Section 3, the neural model used for fuzzy grammatical inference is presented. The methods that we propose to extract the automaton that the trained network has encoded in its weights are presented in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are provided.
Fuzzy regular grammars and fuzzy grammatical inference
This section contains a summary of some basic de®nitions and theorems used in this paper. A more detailed presentation can be found in [8, 26] .
Similar to regular grammars, the fuzzy regular grammars are de®ned as follows: De®nition 1. A regular fuzzy grammar (RFG), G, is a four-tuple G N; T; S; P, where N is a ®nite set of non-terminals, T is a ®nite set of terminals, N T Y, S P N is the starting symbol, and P is a ®nite set of productions of the form A 3 h a or A 3 h aB, A; B P N, a P T, h P 0; 1, where h is a membership degree associated to the considered production.
Example 1. Let G N ; T ; S; P , where · N fS; A; Bg · T fa; bg · S is the starting symbol · P is the set of productions P S 3 0:3 aS; S 3 0:5 aA; S 3 0:7 aB; S 3 0:3 bS; S 3 0:2 bA; A 3 0:5 b; B 3 0:4 b n o :
In the case of crisp regular grammars the strings belong or do not belong to some language regular, in the fuzzy case the strings have a membership degree to a fuzzy language.
De®nition 2. The membership degree of a string x of T Ã in the regular fuzzy language LG lx is the maximum value of any derivation of x, where the value of a speci®c derivation of x is equal to the minimum weight in those productions chained to derive x.
Example 2. Let us consider the grammar G in Example 1, for which the membership degree of sequence ab is The fuzzy automata which we are interested in learning are de®ned as follows.
De®nition 3. A ®nite fuzzy automaton (FFA) is a six-tuple, M ; Z; Q; d; w; q S , where is a ®nite input alphabet, Z is a ®nite output alphabet, Q is a ®nite set of states, d : ÂQ Â 0; 1 3 Q is the fuzzy state transition map, w : Q 3 Z is the output map, and q S P Q is the starting state.
It should be noted that a regular fuzzy grammar as well as a ®nite fuzzy automaton is reduced to a conventional (crisp) one when all the production and transition degrees are equal to 1.
De®nition 4. The set of the entire ®nite string formed by symbols in T plus the empty string of length 0 is denoted by T Ã .
De®nition 5. A fuzzy language,
LG, is a fuzzy subset of T Ã with associated membership function l : T Ã 3 0; 1.
As in the crisp case, there is also an equivalence between fuzzy ®nite automaton and fuzzy regular grammars [8] .
Theorem 1. For a given fuzzy grammar G, there exists a fuzzy automaton M such that LG LM and vice versa.
Note that the correspondence between non-terminal and terminal symbols and non-accepting and accepting FFA states, respectively is obvious. The transitions between states are weighted with the corresponding production weights h.
Example 3. We consider the grammar G in Example 1, the fuzzy automaton M ; Z; Q; d; w; q 0 (see Fig. 1 ) such that LG LM is wA \Non-final"; wB \Non-final"; wC \Non-final";
The ®nal states are represented by circles with a thicker edge (Fig. 1) . · The starting state: q 0 .
Theorem 2. Given a finite fuzzy automaton M; there exists a deterministic finitestate automaton A with output alphabet Z fh : h is a membership degreeg f0g that computes the membership functions l : T Ã 3 0; 1 of the language LM in the output of its states.
The FFA-to-DFA transformation algorithm can be found in [26] . The following corollary is a consequence of this theorem. De®nition 6. Fuzzy grammatical inference (FGI), is de®ned as the problem of inferring the fuzzy productions that characterize a grammar or, equivalently, the states and transitions between states associated to an fuzzy automaton from a training example set.
The examples are pairs such as P i ; l i , i 1; . . . ; n, n being the number of examples, P i a symbol sequence and l i the membership degree of P i to the fuzzy language to which it belongs. Based on Theorem 2, the problem of obtaining the fuzzy automaton M is changed into extracting a deterministic ®nite automaton, A, that calculates the membership function to the fuzzy language for the output of its states. Fig. 3 shows a¯owchart of the fuzzy grammatical inference problem using neural networks.
As can be observed, we start from a set of fuzzy examples that we use to train the neural network. Once the neural network has been trained, the task is to extract the automaton A H that the neural network has inferred by a suitable extraction method. This automaton will be equivalent to the original A that recognizes the language we are attempting to identify. To obtain the original automaton A we apply a minimizing method to the extracted automaton. Finally, the associated fuzzy grammar can be constructed. 
Topology of the neural network
The topology of the neural network model proposed to carry out the ®rst step in the fuzzy grammatical inference is shown in Fig. 4 .
It can easily be seen that the device is composed of two parts, a second-order recurrent neural network and an output layer.
The recurrent neural network is formed of N recurrent hidden neurons,
. . . ; N À 1, associated to the links of these neurons. At the output layer, we have M output neurons, OUT p P f0; 1g, p 0; . . . ; M À 1 attached to the hidden-layer neurons by N Ã M weights labeled u pj , p 0; . . .
This neural network accepts an input sequence ordered in time. A symbol belonging to a sequence is seen in each unit of time. So, the neuron S t j processes Fig. 4 . Neural network used for fuzzy grammatical inference. the symbol in position t of the sequence. Each element in a sequence to be processed is sequentially encoded in the input neurons at each step in time t by means of Kronecker's delta. Let us assume that the alphabet is fa 0 ; . . . ; a LÀ1 g. If the tth character in the sequence to be processed is a i , then it will be encoded in the input neurons exactly in time t by: I t i 1, I t j 0 Vj 0; . . . ; L À 1 being j T i. Once the recurrent neural network has fully processed the input sequence, the value of the output neurons is obtained. In the output layer the membership degree of each processed sequence will be represented as explained below.
More or fewer neurons are used depending on the level of accuracy desired in the output. If r is the accuracy required (r 0:1 if the accuracy is decimal, r 0:01 if is centesimal, etc.), we then create an output layer with M 10 À logr 1 neurons and activate the pth if the membership degree associated to the processed sequence is exactly p Ã r. We assume a sequence x belonging to the language LG with membership degree 0.7 and the accuracy used is decimal (11 neurons in the output layer). This membership degree will be represented in the output neurons by the vector (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
The dynamic of the network is summarized in the following steps: 
where g denotes the sigmoidal function
Eq. (3) assessed in each neuron for each character belonging to the input sequence. Once a sequence has been processed Eq. (1) is computed for each neuron.
3. Determine the ®nal output value of the neurons OUT p from the provisional O p by the strategy of``all for the winner''.
In the case of a tie, we propose the lexicographic criterion where the neuron with the lowest index is the winner. 4. Finally, the membership degree associated to the processed sequence is assigned according to the following procedure. Let i be the winner output neuron determined in the previous step. The membership degree associated to the processed sequence is l LG x i Ã r, where r assesses the desired accuracy.
Training procedure
The training algorithm is an adaptation of the real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) [28] . The error function in each output neuron is
where T i is the desired value for the output neuron OUT i and O i is the provisional value given by Eq. (1). The total error for the network is
The training algorithm updates the weights at the end of the presentation of each sequence when E > , where is the error tolerance of the neural network. The modi®cation of the weights is given by
where a is the learning rate. The partial derivative in Eq. (8) may be directly obtained as
where S m j is the ®nal value of neuron j once the network has processed the whole sequence. The derivatives associated to w lon are calculated by
Since obtaining oE=ow lon requires a recursive calculation associated to oS mÀ1 j =ow lon , we ®x an initial value of
We can improve the training by introducing a momentum term g to take into account the increase immediately prior to the present one. The end value for the update of the weight is
Once the network has been trained, if we represent the values taken by the recurrent hidden neurons at the end of the processing of each of the sequences, we can see that these values tend to form clusters, such that all the points in a certain cluster have the same membership degree (obtained at the output layer). Next, to illustrate the above developments, we present an experiment in which we show the behavior of a neural network when it learns a given set of examples.
Experiment 1
In this experiment our aim is to obtain the neural network that learns a set of examples belonging to a language.
This experiment has been designed in the following way: 1. We start out from a fuzzy automaton M, from which we generate a set of examples recognized by M. 2. Construction of example set. Any example consists of a pair P i ; l i where P i is a sequence of symbols and l i is the membership degree to fuzzy language, LM. To build an example we carry out the following steps: (a) We obtain the length of the sequence. We generate a random number in the interval 0; . . . ; max, where max is the greatest length of any sequence.
(b) We build the sequence of symbols. We randomly choose both the symbols from the alphabet and the sequence length that we are building.
(c) We assign the membership degree to fuzzy language, LM, to the generated sequence. We process the sequence with the automaton M. We assign the membership degree computed by the automaton, l i , to the sequence.
3. Now,``forgetting'' the initial automaton, M, our objective is to ®nd a neural network that learns the example set. Next, we develop the above steps. 1. Consider the FFA in Fig. 1, M ; Z; Q; d; w; A.
2. From this automaton an example subset belonging to its fuzzy language is constructed as follows: · We build a set of 200 random sequences formed by symbols of the alphabet, r fa; bg. · We process these sequences with the automaton M to associate them the membership degree to fuzzy language LM. 3. Now (``forgetting'' the initial automaton) our objective is to train a network to simulate (to identify) the automaton LM from which the set of 200 examples originates. After this, we graphically show that:
· The values of the recurrent hidden neurons after processing each example tend to cluster. · All the points belonging to a cluster have the same membership degree computed by the output neurons. The neural network we have trained to learn the example set is composed of 2 recurrent hidden neurons and 11 neurons in the output layer, i.e., a decimal accuracy is required.
The parameters for the network learning are: learning rate a 0:1, momentum term g 0:0 and error tolerance 1:25 Â 10 À7 . After the learning phase, the neural network correctly classi®ed all the examples.
The weights of the links are: The percentage evolving of correct answers throughout the training process is plotted in Fig. 6 . The neural network provides a good result (95% correct answers) from cycle 5. The neural network learned all the examples in training cycle 432.
Next, we graphically represent the values of the recurrent hidden neurons to process the example set. As observed in Fig. 7 , the values tend to cluster with all points within a given cluster having the same membership degree.
Once the network is trained, the next task is to disclose the fuzzy automaton that the network has encoded into its weights. To do so we have developed two dierent methods that can be used depending on the problem context and the user's requirements. 
Extraction algorithms of fuzzy ®nite automata
Next, we present two methods for extracting the automaton that the neural network has encoded into its weights, which is a generalization of the crisp method by Giles et al. [12] . In the second method, the extraction of FFA is done by means of a Kohonen self-organizing map. Both methods attempt to determine the cluster values formed by the hidden neurons as mentioned above, tend to associate depending on the membership degree (see Experiment 1).
Method 1: partitioning of the output space
This algorithm constructs a sequence of nested partitions of the aforementioned value space such that each set in the ®nal one represents an automaton state.
If the neural network has N hidden neurons it is obvious that for any input their state values are represented by a point of 0; 1 N (remember that the activation function is continuous, speci®cally sigmoidal).
Let us split the N 0; 1 coordinate intervals into q (q P 2) subintervals. Then the state space is divided into exactly q N hypercubes. The key idea is that for some (optimal) q Ã the automaton states we are looking for are associated with some of the corresponding q ÃN hypercubes. Accordingly, the problem of the automaton extraction breaks down into two subproblems: 1. Determining the optimal q Ã . 2. Establishing a test to associate any automaton state to one of the q ÃN hypercubes. To perform these two tasks we developed a trial-and-error algorithm whosē owchart is shown in Fig. 8 . Now the key task is to construct an automaton associated to a given q (denoted q-automaton). To that end we have developed a search algorithm described on a search tree with breadth ®rst search strategy. The nodes represent the states of the q-automaton and the links are transitions between states.
The construction of the tree is carried out through the following procedure: P1. The tree root represents the initial state of the q-automaton. Then it is labeled by both the hypercube that contains the point (S 0 0 1, the S 0 i 0 Vi T 0) and the corresponding membership degree computed at the output layer when it receives these values from the hidden recurrent neurons. Recall that this degree is encoded into an M-dimensional vector.
P2. Starting out from the current node associated to state B i of the automaton, select a previously unprocessed symbol, n, from the alphabet fa 0 ; . . . ; a LÀ1 g and introduce it into the trained network. After this, the hidden neuron values de®ne a point belonging to a given hypercube that we shall consider as the q-automaton state, B j . The output of our trained network will be the membership degree of B j . Within this general framework several particular situations can be considered:
(a) When B j , together with its membership degree, has already been visited, we only create the transition, dB i ; n B j , between the current state, B i (current node) and the obtained state B j . Thus, no new state is created in the automaton. Once this situation is reached, the tree is pruned at this node. (b) When a transition leads us to the same hypercube in which we ®nd ourselves B i B j , a cycle is created in the search tree, dB i ; n B i , whereat we also prune the tree at this node. (c) When the hypercube that has been obtained, B j , together with the memberships given by the output neurons has not been visited before, a new state, B j is eectively created in the q-automaton, as well as the corresponding transition dB i ; n B j . P3. Repeat P2 until all the alphabet symbols are processed. P4. If new nodes have been created whose hypercubes have not been visited before, then go back to step P2. The creation of new nodes means that new states have been created in the automaton making it necessary to study their transitions in step P2. Otherwise, the procedure ends. So, when this point is reached all the possible states and transitions of the automaton have already been extracted.
Once the q-automaton has been extracted, the next task is to check whether it recognizes all the training examples or not. If the answer is armative, we have found q Ã and thus the automaton we are looking for. In the case of negative answer the value of q is increased by one unit1 and the above procedure is performed again.
Method 2: The Kohonen's self-organizing feature map
Another alternative to cluster the state values of hidden recurrent neurons is to use Kohonen's self-organizing feature map (SOM) [17] , a well-known automatic device for unsupervised learning.
It is well known that the SOM is a neural network with two layers: an input layer and a competitive layer (in the form of a bidimensional grid). The SOM connections are from the input layer to the competitive layer. Each unit of the input layer is linked with all the units of the competitive layer. When an example is introduced into the input layer of the SOM, the units of the competitive grid compete to ®nd a winner unit. The winner unit will be such that its weight vector is the nearest (minimal distance) to the input vector.
Based on this general idea, we have built a device of automaton extraction, directly linking the output of recurrent hidden neurons to the units of the SOM input layer. The resulting topology is shown in Fig. 9 .
More speci®cally, if the second-order recurrent neural network has N neurons at the hidden layer, the SOM we connect consists of: · An input layer of N units. N is the number of hidden neurons S t i of the recurrent neural network that we have previously trained. · A bidimensional grid of D Â D units. Parameter D will be obtained by trial and error, starting from D 2. Once the SOM is trained, a unit will represent a state of the automaton.
The weights associated to the unit j; k at the competitive layer can be expressed by a vector V j;k v j;k0 ; v j;k1 ; . . . ; v j;ki ; . . . ; v j;kN À1 where v j;ki represents the connection of the input unit, i, with the competitive unit j; k. In its turn, the¯owchart of the trial-and-error algorithm proposed to obtain the SOM we are searching for appears in Fig. 10 .
The procedure to extract the automaton can be summarized in the following three steps: 
Training Kohonen's self-organizing map
As in the crisp case [1] , the examples used to train the SOM are the vectors associated to the values of the recurrent hidden neurons, S 
2.3. After the winning unit is identi®ed, the next step is to identify the neighborhood around it. In this case, the neigborhood consists of the units that are within a square of side c centered on the winning unit j; k. The neighborhood is denoted by the set of units N c (see Fig. 11 ). This adjustment results in the winning unit and its neighbors having their weights modi®ed becoming more like the input pattern.
Repeat
Step 2 a pre-determined number of times (usually 20). 4. Set the next value of a at a a À 0:1 and calculate the next neighborhood radius of the nodes in the SOM, c dD Ã 1 À ae (where dxe is the largest integer less than x). 5. If a P 0 go back to Step 2. Otherwise ®nish.
Extracting the automaton
After training, the SOM has the states of the automaton we are looking for`e ncapsulated'' in its nodes. The main hypothesis is that each node is associated with a possible state of the corresponding automaton.
The eective algorithm to determine this automaton from the trained SOM is again based on a breadth ®rst search such that these nodes of the search tree will represent the states of the automaton and links between these nodes will correspond to the transitions between states. The construction of the tree is carried out in the following way: 1. The root of the tree, Fig. 12 , that we are constructing has the following associated values: (Fig. 13) . At this point, one of the following three things can occur:
(a) The unit m; n l has previously been activated, therefore no new states are to be considered in the automaton and only the transition dq j;k ; a l q m;n l is created now.
(b) The unit m; n l is activated for the ®rst time. We create a new state in the automaton, q m;n , as well as the associated transition, dq j;k ; a l q m;n l (c) The current node j; k is activated once again, j; k m; n l . A cycle is thus produced and the tree must be pruned at this node. Then, only the transition dq j;k ; a l q j;k will be created. The ®nal task is to associate to each state of the automaton extracted the membership degree that will represent the uncertainty with that the automaton recognizes the sequence as belonging to fuzzy language.
Calculation of membership function
To compute the membership function associated to the states of the automaton we process the example sequences by the recurrent network, and the outputs produced by the hidden neurons are used as inputs in the SOM. This produces the activation of a unit. The membership degree of the processed sequence to the sequence to the fuzzy language will be associated to this unit. Once this has been done, the automaton states already have their associated membership degree due to the relation of each unit belonging to SOM with the automaton states.
Next, we apply the two algorithms of extracting automata to neural network obtained in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2
We start from the results of the above Experiment 1, i.e., from the neural network obtained in Experiment 1 that recognizes all the examples used for its training. From this neural network we extract the automaton encoded in its weights. As shown in Section 2, we do not extract the fuzzy automaton, M (Fig. 1) , but its equivalent DFA, A (Fig. 2) . In the output of their states, this DFA calculates the membership degree associated to fuzzy language to which the example set belongs.
Next, we calculate the encoded DFA in the neural network using the two methods of extraction. The extracted automata will be equivalent to the original A, which can be veri®ed by applying a method of minimization of fuzzy states to obtain the original DFA A.
The DFA, A H , we are searching for is equivalent to the fuzzy automaton in Fig. 1 . Applying Theorem 2 to fuzzy automaton M in Fig. 1 , we obtain an equivalent DFA, A, that appears in Fig. 2 . Our extracted DFA, A H , must be equivalent to this.
Results obtained by Method 1
We start from a quantization level q 2 but the extracted automaton does not recognize all the example sets. Therefore, we increase the quantization level by one unit to ®nd a level that provides an automaton that recognizes all of the examples, which turns out to be q Ã 7 (Fig. 14) . A quantization level of q Ã 7 provides us with the automaton, A H , which recognizes 100% of the training examples. The extracted automaton appears in Fig. 15 . In this case, automaton A H is the same as A, i.e., the original automaton is directly obtained. We have managed to infer an equivalent automaton, A H to original automaton, M, from the set of examples by training a neural network formed by two recurrent neurons and by subsequently applying the extraction algorithm based on the partition of the space where the recurrent neurons take their value.
The search tree resulting from the algorithm is plotted in Fig. 16 .
Results obtained by Method 2
We start from an SOM formed by 2 Â 2 unit. The automaton obtained does not recognize all the example sets, so we increase the size of the grid by one unit 3 Â 3 and once again apply the algorithm. This automaton does not recognize the examples either. The automaton that correctly classi®es the training set was extracted from an SOM consisting of 4 Â 4 units. The parameters used in the training of the SOM were a momentum of g 0:5 and a learning rate of a 0:5. The weights of the trained SOM are as follows: The labels of the nodes are shown in Table 1 .
Observe that nodes (1, 4), (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (4, 1) and (4, 3) are not used in the automaton since they are not activated by any of the inputs received. The search tree resulting from the algorithm is plotted in Fig. 17 . The automaton obtained, A HH , from applying the extraction algorithm is shown in Fig. 18 .
By means of a minimizing algorithm of fuzzy states, we obtain the original DFA automaton, A, from A HH and hence, we have also achieved with this method to infer an equivalent to original fuzzy automaton, M.
Conclusions
The second-order recurrent neural network (SORNN) is a good technique to perform crisp grammatical inference. However, it is not suitable when working with fuzzy examples. An appropriate topology, made up of an SORNN linked to an output layer performs well for realizing fuzzy grammatical inference. This topology tolerates the fuzzy examples and furthermore is able not only to induce the grammatical rules de®ning such examples but also to recognize their associated fuzzy nature. During the training, the neural network encodes the automaton in its weights; its behavior is similar to the crisp case since it clusters the output of the hidden neurons. To extract the automaton induced we have proposed two alternative algorithms that have experimentally shown themselves to be eective.
